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exploring these solutions, we will first 
take a closer look at the statistics and 
some of the barriers that female entre-
preneurs face.

What the numbers tell us
Global statistics on female-owned 
businesses are hard to come by. it’s 
estimated that between 25 to 30% of 
enterprises in the formal sector are 
owned and operated by women. 
According to Zouera Youssoufou, 
manager of international Finance 
corporation’s (iFc’s) Gender entrepre-
neurship markets (Gem) unit, empir-
ical evidence suggests that female 
sme owners have decidedly less 
access to finance than men. in Uganda, 
for example, 39% of registered smes 
are owned by women, and on average 
only 9% have access to credit. 

The percentage of informal businesses 
owned by women, however, is signifi-
cantly larger than that of formal busi-
ness owners. microfinance institutions 
(mFis) target these informal business 
owners. According to survey data from 
the 2007 microfinance mix, mFis 
making group loans with an average 
balance under $200 report over 90% 
of these loans go to women. but as loan 
sizes pass the $1,000 mark for mFis 
solely engaged in “individual” lending, 

the ratio of female to male borrowers 
falls to 49:51 – admittedly respectable 
given the proportion of formal female 
business owners. Nonetheless, there 
appears to be a trend: as loan sizes 
increase, loans to women decrease.

Women borrowers are frequently 
trotted out as the great success story of 
development finance, particularly in 
the realm of microcredit. They’re the 
“new entrepreneurs” of the developing 
world, the backbone of family and 
culture. While few are willing to 
debate the latter point (how politically 
incorrect!), the former should perhaps 
bear greater scrutiny. Why is it seem-
ingly so easy to find female microbor-
rowers, but so difficult to lend to female 
sme owners? if microfinance is so 
successful, one would think that more 
female borrowers would be able to 
increase their business size into the 
small or medium enterprise realm.

Yet lenders lament that there just aren’t 
many female sme owners to go 
around. is it true? Or are financial 
institutions falling short in their 
outreach efforts? The answer, perhaps, 
is a bit of both, and therein lays some 
intriguing solutions. 

Two general approaches have devel-
oped to address the difficulties of 
finding women with larger businesses 
to lend to: providing business develop-
ment services (bds) to help women 
grow their businesses, and/or 
improving the marketing of loans to 
women with larger-sized firms. before 

director of the microfinance invest-
ment support Facility for Afghanistan 
(misFA), a leading microfinance 
umbrella institution. “Women comprise 
the majority of microfinance clients [in 
Afghanistan] and there is no signifi-

cant trend yet of them engaging in 
small and medium enterprises,” says 
ms. Fakiri. “but it is important to 
emphasize here that in the context of 
Afghanistan, the fact that more than a 
quarter-of-a-million Afghan women 

This issue is particularly striking in 
countries with strict conservative reli-
gious traditions. Few know the difficul-
ties of finding female borrowers as 
well as Katrin Fakiri, founder of the 
Afghan mFi, parwaz, and now 
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Women entrepreneurs: Accessing market opportunities

female business owners, but for 
women, both desire and capacity can 
be affected by traditional gender roles 
and mores. For example, a society 
may have stigmas against women 
working (dampening desire to grow 
one’s business) or barriers to women’s 

interaction with men in the market 
(reducing access and capacity for 
growth). Today, interviews with two Al 
Amana clients exemplify this 
dynamic.

rabia Helali trained as a seamstress in 
saudi Arabia. When she returned to 
morocco and married, she fell back 
upon what she knew – sewing tradi-
tional women’s clothing – and set up a 
shop for herself. Two years ago, she 
received a loan from Al Amana, and 
feels confident that her business will 
grow. Though she still works out of her 
home, she has a plot of land and only 
needs money to build a shop on it, buy 
more machines, and hire additional 
workers. she’s a woman with vision, 
skills, and an education. “To succeed, 
a woman needs experience, money, 
and education. What’s stopping me 
now is lack of money,” she says. With 
both the desire to expand her business 
and the capacity (if the loans keep 
coming), rabia has a shot at achieving 
her dreams. 

rabia’s neighbor, Fatma Amar, is also 
a seamstress, and she has her own 
shop thanks to a loan from Al Amana. 
but her vision of the future is cloudier. 
she says she’d like to improve her 
business, but doesn’t have a clear 
idea how. When asked about the 
barriers women face, she says, 
“money is a big constraint, though 
now we have mFis like Al Amana to 
help us. Husbands can be a problem 
though, sometimes preventing women 
from being active.” Fortunately for 
Fatma, her husband supports her 
business. she admits her greatest 
limitation is time – she has to balance 
the demands of her family with those 
of her business, and her family must 

order for a microentrepreneur to grow 
her business, she must possess both 
the desire and the capacity to expand. 
capacity can include financing, time 
availability, market (access and 
demand), business acumen, etc. These 
are issues that affect both male and 

What’s stopping expansion?
While access to finance is a key 
constraint for women entrepreneurs, 
development finance institutions (dFis) 
can and should tackle other road-
blocks to growth. so just what are 
these barriers?

Al Amana, a leading moroccan micro-
finance institution, was the subject of a 
study in 2005 exploring just this issue. 
While the barriers cited by its female 
clients varied, they boiled down to 
some combination of lack of capacity 
and/or lack of desire for growth. in 

are engaged in micro enterprises is a 
monumental feat. even if women are 
acting merely as a channel for loans, 
their participation in microfinance 
programs has improved their socio-
economic standing.”

ela bhatt is widely recognized as one of the 
world’s most remarkable pioneers and entre-
preneurial forces in grassroots development. 
Known as the ‘gentle revolutionary’ she has 
dedicated her life to improving the lives of 
india’s poorest and most oppressed women 
workers, with Gandhian thinking as her 
source of guidance.
ela bhatt is the founder of india’s self-
employed Women’s Association (or seWA) 
and one of the founders of Women’s World 
banking. seWA, which began as a trade 
union, continues to organize women workers 
in addition to providing financial services 
through seWA bank and other integrated 
services for women.

SEWA Bank reports that about 43% of 
borrowers graduate to small loans from 
petty loans. That number is above the 
average. Why?
ela bhatt: i’ll tell you what i’ve seen. At the 
initial stage, most borrowers are burdened 
by debt from money lenders who charge 
around 10% per day. Other borrowers are 
landless laborers and marginal farmers with 
mortgaged land. Our first aim is to redeem 
old debts. The next stage is to make them the 
owners of their own production tools, because 
their pushcarts or spinning wheel or tools are 
all rented. Then the third stage comes when 
they borrow for working capital. This is where 
the growth comes from. 

At every stage we have a mantra that every 
asset has to be owned by the woman because 
those who have assets are better able to 
combat poverty. For land that was mort-
gaged and then recovered from the big land-
holders, i’m very strict that the land should be 
put under the title of the woman first and if 
she so chooses, in the name of the husband 
second. it’s a struggle because men aren’t 
ready to give up assets to women. He’ll say, 
”it will never happen in my lifetime that my 
wife becomes the owner of the land.” but we 
say that she’s our member and we know her, 
and so we can take a risk for her and not for 
you. in fact, later sometimes the men say it’s 
good we put the land in her name, or they 
would have mortgaged it off again!

How does globalization affect small 
businesses in developing countries?
Globalization results in outsourcing through 
long subcontracting chains and in informal 
low-wage work in developing nations.  The 
demand for such work is neither steady nor 
reliable.  small producers trying to compete 
in global markets can’t get fair prices.  They 
are unorganized and therefore unprotected 
in global trade. i think it’s necessary to orga-
nize the working poor across borders, partic-
ularly when capital can fly across the border 
so quickly and technology changes so 
rapidly. We need a forum for women that 
links producers directly to the global market.  

such trading is presently being done by 
seWA economic initiatives. These joint enter-
prises are developing strong supply chains, 
providing access to larger finance to upscale, 
assisting in promoting brand design and 
market strategy, and hiring trained profes-
sionals who are committed to the poor.
  
What can MFIs do to expand outreach to 
female entrepreneurs with larger 
businesses?
it is a matter of a holistic approach to banking 
for the poor, i.e. financial services that include 
not only credit but also savings, insurance, 
housing, pensions, and financial literacy 
counseling. When an organization provides 
integrated financial services, it increases 
clients’ savings and assets, as well as 
increasing their capacity to absorb credit.  
This is particularly important when the state 
does not provide social security as an entitle-
ment to all its citizens. in our case, seWA is 
an umbrella organization, a trade union, 
and seWA bank provides financial services 
to its members.

Can you tell me more about SEWA’s financial 
literacy training? 
For the women, this is the first time they’ve 
dealt with a formal financial institution. They 
start saving and have good discipline, but 
they need to learn how that money can be 
more productive and particularly when to 

borrow and when to save. in their business 
and life cycles there are many financial gaps, 
so when there is an opportunity which is 
going to be productive, like purchasing 
working capital, then they have to know to 
borrow. but they also have to think of the life 
cycle events that are coming, e.g. a daugh-
ter’s wedding, and for that they must save 
instead.

How has SEWA integrated microfinance 
and subsector development services to help 
its clients expand?
seWA has organized the poor female self-
employed into trade unions and coopera-

Ela Bhatt, the Gentle Revolutionary
tives.  We need on-going organizing across 
issues, across activities, and across locations 
to increase women’s work visibility, validity 
and voice.  Our union wages battles related 
to major issues and our cooperatives take up 
development programs for women to 
increase their bargaining power, and thus be 
financially self-sufficient.  in the case of the 
poor gaining power, numbers are crucial.  
We have to be large and fast to bring change 
in favor of the poor.  That is a constant chal-
lenge for seWA’s union and cooperatives, 
and for other mFis, today.
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The left hand path: business 
development 
To address the barriers faced by 
women-owned firms, one frequently 
touted solution is training and other 
business development services (bds). 
in an on-line survey conducted for this 
article, 65% of respondents stated 
business training was the best way to 
promote women’s business expansion. 

35% of respondents cited financial 
literacy training. 

seWA is a leading women’s organiza-
tion in india which offers a range of 
integrated services to assist its 
borrowers in developing their busi-
nesses. We use an integrated 
approach we call ‘beyond microfi-
nance,’ says ms. reema Nanavaty, 

have neither the interest nor the 
capacity, women like rabia, who do 
have the potential to stretch into the 
sme level (or who are already there) 
have little chance of accessing credit. 
How do we support these entrepre-
neurial women and their dreams of 
growth? Two paths have emerged in 
answer to this question.

entrepreneurial and make that leap [to 
smes] is really asking too much,” says 
dr. marty chen, a lecturer in public 
policy at Harvard’s Kennedy school of 
Government and the author of Beyond 
Credit: A Subsector Approach to 
Promoting Women’s Enterprises.  “The 
way they run their business is frequently 
just enough to get cash flow into the 
household. They often don’t have the 

time, knowledge, or entrepreneurial 
skills to even consider ratcheting up 
their business. They’re often just trying 
to find two or three activities to do to 
mitigate risk. it’s frequently not even in 
their mindset to grow.” 

Not everyone is cut out to be an 
entrepreneur. However, when dFi 
loan officers assume that women 

take precedence. When speaking 
with Fatma she leaves the impression 
she’s comfortable with her small busi-
ness as it is. it brings in an income; 
they’re getting by. 

it’s estimated that only around 10-30% 
of microfinance borrowers “graduate” 
to larger sized loans. “To expect all 
women [microborrowers] to become 

Joyce, Jane, and Magreth
six years ago, Joyce iriya started a catering 
business out of her home. iriya reflects, 
“Then i found out that people really liked my 
cooking and i began to expand.” Today, 
iriya has 25 employees and last year won 
the bid for a five-year contract to run the 
student canteen for the school of education 
at the University of dar es salaam. 

Two years ago Jane banura owned one 
small souvenir shop selling traditional craft 
items in mwanza. Now she owns three 
shops selling beaded necklaces and scarves, 
traditional woven purses, clothes and 

numerous other traditional handicraft items. 
“The training on developing a business plan 
and accounting through TAWe has really 
helped me improve my business,” says 
banura. Her long-term plans include 
opening a cultural center where visitors can 
see how the items for sale are made and 
more young people can be trained to make 
the items. 

magreth Koyi started out with her husband 
in shinyanga selling office supplies and 
expanded into fixing and selling used 
computers. in 2006, they started a private 
secondary school with 200 students and 
eight teachers. Today, just two years later, 
they have almost doubled enrollment and 
have 15 teachers on a small campus with 
two dormitories for each sex to house 
boarding students, several classroom build-
ings, a cafeteria, a library and a science 
building with labs for chemistry and 
biology.

What do these women have in common? 
They are all small businesswomen in 
Tanzania and all are members of the Tanza-
nian Association of Women entrepreneurs 
(TAWe). All three women say that the moral 
support, networking and business knowl-

edge offered by TAWe has made a differ-
ence to their ability to succeed in business. 

Chicago, USA to Tanzania
The TAWe story began in 1999 as the vision 
of a small group of Tanzanian women in 
chicago attending a training program 
conducted by Heartland international 
assisted by a grant from UsAid. “This group 
of women decided to go back to Tanzania 
and create a business association. And they 
did just that,” says Karen egerer, president 
emeritus of Heartland international.  “One 
year later, they were registered as a non-
profit organization in Tanzania.” TAWe is 
one of a very small number of organizations 
in Tanzania dedicated to representing indi-
vidual women entrepreneurs in any type of 
business.  

TAWe has continued to grow as an organi-
zation. Headquartered in mwanza, 
Tanzania, they now have seven chapters 
and over 200 members. With assistance 
provided by Heartland international, TAWe 
has provided training to members on a 
variety of business topics, including 
accounting, marketing, proposal writing, 
business plan development, selling skills, 
using computer technology and mentoring.

Joyce iriya credits participation in a three-
week Heartland international training 
program in chicago for ten TAWe members 
with “giving me the courage to go back and 
pursue the University of dar es salaam 
contract”. 

 “Though there are many benefits to being a 
member of TAWe,” magreth Koyi says with 
great passion, “we have all seen the benefits 

The Tanzanian Association of Women Entrepreneurs (TAWE)
of the networking, sharing of experiences 
and training we receive  through TAWe for 
our individual businesses.” 

TAWe’s mission is ‘to build strong women-
owned businesses that lift up communities, 
families and hence our national economy as 
we believe that a woman is an engine of 
development.’ TAWe provides its members 
with the opportunity to network and promote 

their businesses, with training and mentoring 
in business management skills, information 
on current business trends, financial and 
legal advice and access to financial credit.

Economic empowerment 
TAWe’s National president, Jovita bubele, is 
proud of the group’s accomplishments in 
encouraging women’s economic empower-
ment. “it is inspiring to see the confidence 
women gain by working together and 
finding out that they share similar problems. 
We have seen our members gain economic 
independence and improve the lives of their 
families and communities. it proves that 
TAWe has a strong role to play as a leader 
in giving women an effective voice in the 
business community.”  

As the world’s nations continue their shift to 
a global economy, Heartland international 
also believes it is important to support the 
efforts of hardworking, intelligent women 
like the members of TAWe to promote the 
development of their economy through the 
small businesses that make their own lives, 
the lives of their family members, and the 
lives of their community better.

TAWE Chicago Program December 200�TAWE Day Meeting in Dodoma in September 200�
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identifying potential economic activi-
ties, strengthening the backward and 
forward linkages, and turning them 
into viable enterprises owned and 
managed by women themselves”,� 
says seWA’s ms. Nanavaty. �”We 
have several business organizations 
and over 31,000 producer groups or 
collectives, so the production base is 
very scattered. The production 
happens in thousands of villages and 
hundreds of thousands of homes 
where women are working, whether 
they’re artisans, weavers, farmers, etc.  
To be successful, it’s necessary to work 
on the backwards linkages, sourcing 
of products, and capacity building 
that’s needed, then work out a form of 
organization that balances between 
decentralized production and yet 
centralized quality control and 
marketing.�  seWA’s livelihood finance 
also provides social services to 
members, such as social protection or 
insurance or day-care for children, 
addressing other barriers to women’s 
work.”

The legal environment also has an 
impact on business growth. “dFis 
worry a lot about how the regulatory 
environment affects them,” says  
dr. chen, “but the policy environment 
affects their clients too. dFis should be 
conscious of the constraints faced by 
their clients so when they meet with 

donors or government officials they 
don’t just talk about problems dFis 
face in the policy and regulatory envi-
ronment.” iFc’s Gem program recog-
nizes this issue, addressing regulatory 
obstacles in addition to access to 
finance. 

The right hand path: 
targeted marketing 
business development services repre-
sent an added cost to dFis, discour-
aging many from delivering them. it’s 
unrealistic to ask dFis wedded to the 
“finance only” approach to provide 
bds to help their microborrowers 
transform to sme owners. For those 
dFi managers who want to reach into 
the sme market and retain a focus on 
women, there is, however, an alterna-
tive: targeted marketing to existing 
female sme owners.

dr. chen says that a better under-
standing of the markets women 
operate in is a critical first step. she 
also argues that dFis should do more 
market segmentation work. “i think 
one of the mindsets dFis have to shift is 
away from looking at borrowers all as 
individual clients, when they’re groups 
doing the same thing and facing 
similar bottlenecks. dFis can at least 
figure out who the clients are and what 
they’re doing.”  

“There’s a lot of training available for 
sme owners out there,” says iFc’s ms. 
Youssoufou. “What we’ve found 
lacking is something that addresses 
the actual issues women have told us 
they have, e.g. how do you go about 
developing a relationship with a bank? 
We’ve developed modules to deal with 
just this idea of how to develop confi-
dence in dealing with banks.” exam-
ples include training in organizing 
financials, articulating the business, 
and selling oneself as a borrower. The 
program partners with NGOs, busi-
ness schools, and enterprise develop-
ment centers to develop the training 
and ensure it is self-perpetuating and 
sustainable.

…and other capacity 
 building issues
The provision of finance is only one 
element in business growth; there are 
environmental barriers as well. While 
dFis may not be able to address these 
factors, they should recognize them, 
as should donors and local govern-
ments. “i’m a true believer in sub-
sector development,” says dr. chen. 
“if you’re producing honey and there’s 
no one to help you turn it into a good 
grade of honey and process and label 
it and get the export licensing… these 
are huge barriers. in addition to 
finance there’s really a need to think 
through which groups are going to be 
out there to help build all the back-
ward and forward linkages. Where 
are these groups concentrated?”

seWA takes just this market chain 
approach, and now has five different 
for-profit companies and two national 
brands, one for textiles and the second 
for agricultural commodities. “We 
have three decades of experience 

producers and the quality of the 
product and building the market read-
iness.  We’re constantly working on 
pricing, costing, and how to use market 
intelligence as well as strengthening 
the supply chain and determining the 
financial services needed.� seWA’s 
capacity building assists its clients to 
systematically develop their enter-
prises, for example in terms of 
accounting, inventory tracking or legal 
compliance with municipal tax 
codes.”

This sort of integration between 
finance and bds is also being used to 
promote lending to female sme 
owners. iFc provides financing for on-
lending to female entrepreneurs and 
uses best practices from the Global 
banking Alliance for Women – the 
secretariat of which is housed at iFc. 
Taking a two-pronged approach, the 
program trains clients’ employees and 
female borrowers after having 
analyzed the local women’s market.

seWA’s director for economic and 
rural Organizing. “Our experience is 
that microfinance alone does not 
address the issue of poverty.”�

“in microfinance you just identify the 
credit needs and provide the credit 
input.  but at seWA, along with credit, 
we use organizing to increase our 
clients’ collective bargaining power.  
Alongside that we provide capacity 
building – both technical and mana-
gerial –� upgrading the skills of 

“We do need to continue searching for ways for our 
mFis to design loan products that are ‘female-
friendly’, to increase business awareness courses and 
to eventually reach a point in the sector where we 
can assist female clients with market linkages locally 
and internationally.” Katrin Fakiri, director misFA
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dFis are making great strides in 
providing women with access to 
finance. but in order to truly fire up the 
entrepreneurial capacity of the female 
half of the world’s population, we need 
to go beyond being satisfied with the 
statistic: “number of women served.” 
We need to keep questioning the 
“hows” and “whys” of women’s 
lending. Two trails have been blazed 
in the quest to expand women’s busi-
nesses: targeted marketing by dFis 
and the provision of capacity building 
services. Are there more direct paths 
still waiting to be discovered?

Kirsten Weiss, senior consultant for 
shorebank international, has worked 
in msme development for many years. 
she states: “Admittedly, my personal 
bias is to look at gender through a 
marketing lens,” Kirsten writes. 
“Women represent a large demo-
graphic of business owners, and they 
frequently have distinct wants and 
needs. it only makes sense for dFis to 
research how best to serve them, and 
refine their products and delivery 
systems accordingly.

Over and over, as loan sizes get larger 
i’ve heard the argument that there 
simply aren’t enough women in the 
sme sector to bother with. At the same 
time, i witnessed focus on lending to 
traders, a market sector women are 
barred from in many developing coun-
tries. i wondered if perhaps this was 
lazy marketing on the part of dFis. 
Were dFis looking at the wrong 
sectors? Using the wrong loan offi-
cers?”

both the left hand path of bds and the 
right hand path of targeted marketing 
address these and other questions. 
One thing however is clear: Female 
business owners represent too big a 
market to ignore!

proposition for the bank that is profit-
able and promotes a social good. 
iFc’s advisory services and investment 
will only be sustainable if the women’s 
banking program is grounded in how 
the bank operates, otherwise it won’t 
work.” 

Another lesson: don’t assume. When 
asked about the female clientele’s 
needs and barriers to growth, survey 
respondents for this article cited widely 
varying regional issues. What female 
entrepreneurs need in mexico may 
not be the same in monrovia. The 
women’s market differs across culture 
and is frequently distinct from men’s. 
For this reason, the standardized 
approach to financial products may 
not be appropriate across gender or 
cultural lines. 

Why women?
According to ms. Youssoufou, statistics 
argue for women’s role in economic 
development. “We know that women 
are typically better than men at repaying 
their loans. And research shows that a 
dollar in a woman’s hand has a higher 
impact on the family’s welfare than an 
extra dollar in a man’s hand. When 
focusing on the women’s market 
segment, the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach 
seldom applies. it requires women-
tailored approaches and sometimes 
even different products for women.” 

is the women’s market worth it? “if 
you’re interested in having a signifi-
cant development impact,” continues 
iFc’s ms. Youssoufou, “which most 
dFis are, you have to take women into 
consideration. You can’t be successful 
without including women. And if you 
don’t make a specific effort, it won’t 
happen by itself.”

females clients with market linkages 
locally and internationally.”

iFc’s Gem program also works with 
banks on the “4 p’s” of marketing: 
price, product, place and promotion. 
“We partner with our colleagues in 
financial markets who put in place 
lines of credit with commercial banks 
in developing countries with the objec-
tive of getting the money into the 
hands of women entrepreneurs,” says 
ms. Youssoufou. “We supplant this 
with training to the banks - helping 
them to reach out to the women’s 
market and to provide training to 
women entrepreneurs that would help 
make them more bankable.” 

This also includes developing better 
approaches in marketing, such as 
product development, sales, and 
research of the female market. For 
example, female “mystery shoppers” 
may visit the banks as “clients” and 
then relate their experiences - often an 
eye opening exercise as to how women 
are treated by loan officers and other 
staff. “banks need to have gender 
sensitive loan officers and staff,” ms. 
Youssoufou continues, “who are not 
patronizing and who ensure that their 
marketing material speaks to women, 
with products that address what 
women care about. When working 
with the banks, we examine what is 
being required from their borrowers 
and whether the bank is able to 
become more flexible when it comes 
to collateral requirements – an area 
that is a typical stumbling block for 
women entrepreneurs. For example, 
women may not be able to produce 
property titles or document land 
ownership, but cash-flow based 
lending, leasing, or other innovative 
collateral requirements, such as 
jewelry, may be an option for the bank 
to better reach out to the women’s 
market.” 

However, a key lesson learned when 
marketing to female entrepreneurs 
falls on the dFi’s organizational side. 
“banks need to have support for this at 
the highest level,” says ms. Youssoufou 
of iFc. “The ceO needs to be 
committed and understand the busi-
ness case and financial opportunities 
for the bank. That is the top thing. 
Thus, lending to women becomes part 
of the bank’s strategic plan itself and is 
accepted by staff throughout the insti-
tution. Leveraging the women’s market 
is not philanthropy – it is a business 

According to misFA’s Katrin Fakiri, a 
recent study found that most of 
Afghanistan’s female borrowers 
operate in “women’s” industries, such 
as sewing, handicrafts, and small busi-
nesses run from home. To reach these 
businesses, ms. Fakiri says, “some of 
the methods employed by mFis, such 
as employing female loan officers and 
promoters and offering business 
development trainings at a smaller 
scale have helped increase outreach 
to women. We do need to continue 
searching for ways for our mFis to 
design loan products that are ‘female-
friendly,’ to increase business aware-
ness trainings and to eventually reach 
a point in the sector that we can assist 
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